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To begin with, the iPhone 5 may have taken a few design cues from its predecessor and made all of the glass and aluminum, but is now shrinking higher to accommodate a larger, 4-inch Retina display with a 16:9 aspect ratio. With touch technology in the screen cells so slim, sharper and less glare under
direct sunlight and if that's not enough, the new display panel provides 44% better saturation supporting full sRGB display. At the same time Apple has managed to shave off quite a bit from the waist of the smartphone which is now just 7.6 mm thick which makes no doubt that the thinnest iPhone yet.
Ultimately the iPhone has been blessed with a high-speed 4G LTE connection and can reach speeds of up to 100Mbps at least in theory as far as the smartphone provider is compatible with AT&amp;T, Verizon, and Sprint LTE networks in the US. For people north of the border, Apple will release the
iPhone 5 in partnership with Belle Rogers, Telus, Fido, Virgin Mobile and Coodo. That's what Apple has done by placing a brand new A6 processor inside the iPhone 5, which has a CPU that is twice as fast as the one within the A5 chip. Real Racing 3 has shown on stage showing off what eye candy the
iPhone 5 can deliver. At the same time, the A6 is smaller and more energy efficient than the A5 above the screen on the new iPhone, the front camera is adjustable with the BSI sensor, which can now be used for FaceTime conversations in HD, opening the iPhone 5 around, and you'll find an 8-megapixel
camera with a 5-element lens and a fast f/2.4 aperture, not much change in the camera department compared to the iPhone 4S, but that's not necessarily a bad thing, as we know that previous models can capture some pretty good shots. What's new from a technical point of view, however, is that the A6
chip now comes with improved image processing, which reduces digital noise in photos. In addition, the camera lens is now protected by a sapphire cover for better durability. On the software side, panorama mode has been added, and composite photos of up to 28 megapixels can be taken with the help
of. This camera can use 1080p video at 30 frames per second, but Apple brags that it improves the video shake feature. Sound system. After all, still talk on their phones! Three microphones are available on the iPhone 5 to reduce noise during a call and to capture clear sound while shooting video. The
speaker has 5 magnetic transoperers for better performance. There is also what is called a wideband audio, which should make it sound more natural during a conversation, even if it is a feature that providers must support to make it work. At this time at least 20 carriers will support the standard as it was
predicted, the new iPhone sported a smaller, redesigned dock connection called Lightning, which is used for charging and connecting smartphones to computers. In case it bothers you However, Apple will offer an adapter that makes the old 30-pin connector compatible with the new configuration. The
new connector is reversible, which means it doesn't matter which direction it is plugged in. As boss side observations, JBL, Bowers &amp; Wilkins, Bang &amp; Olufsen and other companies are preparing audio devices compatible with the new dock there may be speculation as to how good the battery
life of the new iPhone will be, but Apple promises satisfactory results with the iPhone 5. The icing on the cake is the iOS 6, which the iPhone 5 will ship with. Simply put, you can expect about 200 new features to be available with the iPhone 5, including some key ones like Apple's new 3D maps with turnby-turn navigation, deep Facebook integration, FaceTime via mobile phone and much more. No wonder the fifth row of icons has been added to the interface and applications such as iWork, Keynote, Pages, Numbers have been updated to make the software take full advantage of additional real estate
rendering. However, existing applications will run letterboxed until they are updated, so how can I get one? Well, one way to buy an iPhone 5 is to pre-order from the Apple online store on September 14th, but in case you have patience, buying from apple brick and mortar stores is also an option.
Smartphones will hit shelves on Friday, September 21 in the US, Canada, The United Kingdom, Germany, France, Australia, Japan, Hong Kong and Singapore. Pricing is set at $199 on the contract for the 16GB model, the 32GB will cost you $100 more and $399, will you have 64GB of storage on board,
the iPhone 5 will be available in white or black - white format with raw aluminum back, while the black one sports anodized coating pad too? You might then want to consider getting an iPhone 4S, which will be reduced to $99 in contracts, or the iPhone 4, which is offered for free with a 2-year service
agreement. Photo courtesy of Apple The press crept to an all-time high when investors held their collective breath to see if the iPhone XS and iPhone XR would kickstart their stalled iPhone sales. Smartphone sales are falling globally and Apple is far from immune. On November 1 the company took the
step of announcing it would not report sales of its unit of iPhones experts believed it was due to flat or declining iPhone sales, prompting a drop in Apple shares. Something of a change and it was bad news for In January, Apple reported that first-quarter holiday revenue fell since 2001 on the back of a
15% annual iPhone sales slide, dipping again in the second quarter as the company discounted iPhones in an effort to boost sales to unease investors. The announcement he was leaving Apple.The next iPhone used to refer to other companies with products that had the potential to change the face of the
technology and send soaring stocks to the moon. But now, Apple is in its own iPhone search. Next to deal with the very real slump in smartphones of change. So, what is Apple's next iPhone – or does such a thing exist? We'll look at current Apple products, as well as other future launches with the
prospect of opening AAPL shares over the next decade, to determine whether any of them have the potential to replicate the success of the smartphone juggernaut. These include apple music membership, Apple Pay and iTunes rental moves, as well as new deals announced earlier this year: Apple Card,

Apple TV+ , Apple News + and Apple Arcade.Services revenue hit a new high quarter of $11.5 billion in Q2 (up from $9.85 billion a year earlier), which is also far from the highest iPhone revenue ($61.6 billion in Q1 2018). Most of the revenue is subscription and accrue, thus making it easier to predict
than selling hardware, which can reduce and flow with the release cycle. Service revenue is also highly profitable when any necessary infrastructure is built, Trip Miller, founder and managing partner of investment adviser Gullani Capital Partners, is bullish on Apple's service division. Apple's service group
(will be) the most likely, growing company, but there is a looming risk that service signals may never catch up to what iPhone sales today. Goldman Sachs analyst Rod Hall warned that app store expansion had slowed significantly. In May and June, weighing on the narrative that services will continue to
grow like weeds. When the Apple Watch was first released in 2015, some experts pinned it as a real competitor to the next iPhone, and that's when iPhone sales continued to grow at the clip very quickly. Analysts forecast most first-year sales were between 8 million to 41 million units, although Apple
predicted one could sell 50 million units - if it could churn out enough supply to meet demand. Apple sold about 12 million units in 2015 - although it is better than the 3.7 million iPhones sold in the first year of the smartphone's snacks. The company has continually improved on the original while pivoting to
fitness and health, the main focus of the Apple Watch, which saw the device gain electric functions and detecting last year's fall, allowing Apple to move the device to about 22.5 million units in 2018, however, despite declining sales, Apple sold about 209 million iPhones last year - at a price sold more
than twice as much as Apple Watch's potential, sure. In a January interview, Apple CEO Tim Cook said that apple ceo Tom Cook had been very good at And it's possible that the Apple Watch may take that bill away. Apple has long been rumored to be working on additional health capabilities for the
smartwatch, including blood sugar monitoring. The global market 21 for wearable medical monitoring devices has tracked indicators such as heart rate growth, too, from $22.6 billion in 2017 to about $37.2 billion by 2025.The real rewards could be health insurance companies. Apple and Fitbit (FIT) are
both actively entering this market and making a head. For insurance companies, providing a free smartwatch to customers can pay off by encouraging them to be more active and providing proactive alerts to potential health problems (which cost very little to live than a full-blown health crisis). The global
smartphone market is worth about $522 billion in 2018, so impressive as it sounds that revenue is dwarfed by the auto industry, and the auto industry is ripe for technological disruption - as companies like Tesla Motors (TSLA) are making progress, such as electric cars and independent talent, UBS
estimates the global market for self-driving taxis alone could be worth $2030 trillion by 2030.It one of Silicon Valley's most poorly kept secrets. Apple currently employs 5,000 people, including striking employment from tesla.Apple self-driving cars are on the streets of California, but at this point it's not clear
whether the company is working on autonomous electric cars or technology that could be allowed to traditional automakers. Analyst Ming Chi Kuo, for example, said he thinks Apple is actually working on a physical vehicle - one that could go between 2023 and 2025.However, Gullani Capital Partners'
Miller Trip is skeptical that Apple will ever produce a real vehicle, seeing it far more likely that Apple is working on an operating system for the operating system. Automotive companies. He sees any return for the Titan project as a long way off, and is not a revenue driver for Apple for at least 36 months
but even if Apple doesn't plan to release its own cars, copyrighted software and/or technology to other automakers can still turn into a big business. The potential here is sky high, but the amount of concrete data is low, discouraging. In some ways, augmented reality (AR) is similar to the smartphone
market when Apple comes out of nowhere and interferes with the iPhone. Google Glass AR glasses became an expensive tech status symbol before becoming the object of public ridicule and creating a new term of derision for those who paid $1,500 for a couple. Google Glass recently discontinued
production in 2015 as an organization aimed at business. Microsoft has stuck to its business applications for its HoloLens AR headset. Today, augmented reality is primarily focused on consumers and accessed via smartphones, but it has proved popular - despite the limitations. In technology, games like
Pokémon Go demonstrate early potential. Retailers, including Ikea, have introduced AR in their mobile apps to help consumers visualize what the product will look like in their home. Apple has been laying the groundwork for consumer-level costs. AR through the ARKit framework for developers. There
have been credible rumors for years that the company is working with AR glasses and has a large team for the project. Apple is also trying to buy ar start-up Jump Motion.If Apple is making the development and launch of ar glasses, consumers are revolutionizing the smash hit that Google Glass faces
planting something potent upside down? The latest report hammered the global AR market to be worth $85 billion by 2025 (up from $4.2 billion in 2017). Unless Apple stimulates consumer demand. Slimmer continues, if the July rumors from Digitimes prove true. The publication claims that Apple has
walked away from Project or delay while it waits for the technology to catch up to its ambitions. Either way, it seems unlikely that Apple AR glasses will be the next iPhone, and certainly not anytime soon. What if the next iPhone is ... another iPhone? Folding smartphones - essentially a hybrid between
smartphones and small tablets - have made headlines in recent years. At first it was just a cool factor in the future, then it was the jaw-dropping price that the manufacturer was charging, then it launched the infamous delay of the Samsung Galaxy Fold after several inspection units failed. But folding
smartphones may be different, useful and desirable enough that the new model factor could kick off a huge wave of upgrades that have eluded premium smartphone makers for years (think the smartphone left flip phones and phones featured in the dust when consumers got hooked.) with Huawei and
Samsung charging $1,980 and $2,600 respectively for their new folding flagship, with the potential for big revenue jumps as well. - If the device is caught on Apple has been absent from the smartphone market that folds at its nose to date, but it has filed its own smartphone patent folding. If Apple follows
the iPhone playbook and launches a killer version of the folding phone that significantly improves the design pioneered by predecessors such as the Samsung Galaxy Fold and Huawei Mate X, it could theoretically kickstart around the new iPhone. As you can see so far, there has been a climb on the hill
for even the most successful apple or future product likely to replace the iPhone as an Apple-operated device on its back. But maybe Apple doesn't need an iPhone. Next. The plateau of the real iPhone is forcing Apple to address weaknesses that most people outside the analyst community don't care
much while iPhone sales are gaga: Apple is/is too reliant on a single product. In recent years, however, Apple has put more of its focus on improving current products, expanding its services and developing new technologies. Now Apple has a stable of deals that, when lumped together, may eventually
increase revenue and profits past where they are at the highest iPhone, all while insulating the company from weakness in one of its divisions. Of course, while analysts expect Apple's sales to fall by more than 3% this year, they expect a rebound in 2020 to $267.5 billion - something that will be an alltime high. The service, the Apple Watch, and continues to develop secrets like Project Titan has the potential to make a significant chunk of that revenue. And their growth - combined with contributions from other Apple products, as well as future initiatives - can create a halo effect that allows people to
buy Apple gear, software and other services. Classic examples of products are always By the iPhone, however, there is still a major success in its own rights as the AirPod, Apple's wireless headphones catch everyone. They cost a lot lower than real wireless headphones. - Rare for apples. But more
importantly, they look strange and are the subject of immediate ridicule. Ugly ducks become wildly popular regardless. Apple was unable to keep up with demand when they were released in 2017, with December of that year that AirPods accounted for 85% of America's wireless headphone revenue. The
characteristics of AirPods become instant status symbols. The popularity of headphones has earned them a second generation launch earlier this year with a price hike of up to $199 a pair of AirPods will not be the iPhone wireless headphone market expected to grow to about $34 billion by 2024, so even
if Apple put all the other wireless headphone providers out of business, AirPods will generate half as much in a year as their iPhones in the peak quarter. But no one should sneeze at a few billion dollars in revenue a year - especially when they come from high-quality products that build Apple's hardware
fidelity as Apple starts out as a computer company, and Mac computers remain a popular choice among consumers and experts. Speaking of experts, the company is on the verge of releasing an all-new Mac Pro for that market. There are also rumors to be a new, super-sized (and presumably super
priced) 16-inch MacBook Pro in the fly. Unfortunately, Apple's Mac just doesn't have steam to produce the next iPhone - although it can convince a whole lot of professionals to spend $11,000 to buy the new Mac Pro and the XDR show pro, global PC sales at least seem to be stable of late, but overall the
market has been declining since the point in 2011, even with global PC sales in Q2, but Apple's Mac sales still suffer a drop of about 5% a year. This segment brings in revenue of $5.5 billion. Tim Cook said the Apple TV box generated more than $1 billion in revenue in 2014 as Apple didn't explicitly break
out Apple TV reporting revenue, however, so it's hard to tell what the numbers are today – but the safe assumption is that while today's numbers are greater, it's not so much. Meanwhile, many companies are killing annual revenue of 1 trillion trillion trillion.
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Despite the early leaders in the video streaming space (the first Apple TV
was released in 2007), Apple is dominated by several competitors in the market. Roku (ROKU) and Amazon.com's Light TV (AMZN) are the most popular streaming devices now account for about 70% of the U.S. user base installed between them, and with the growth of streaming media players in the US
at just 1% annual growth, there is little chance of An Apple TV becoming a breakout product. What Apple TV does for the company is to keep it in the game and provide the best platform for customers to access the company's upcoming Apple TV+ video streaming service. What about Apple's tablet
business? After peaking in 2014 – just four years after product launch – iPad sales went down in a slide that lasted for 13 straight quarters. However, the company shifted gears and went after the market prosumer by introducing the iPad Pro – replacing the laptop gently with an optional keyboard cover
and stylus. It followed that up with an iPad consumer update, along with significant price cuts. As a result of these efforts, Apple breathed new life into sales. In the latest quarter, iPad revenue rose 22% year-over-year to $4.9 billion. Of course, that's less than half of the $11.5 billion revenue that the iPad
generated at its highest in Q1 2014. But it's an underrated turnaround that could have more space for upside if Apple's iPad continues to make consumers consider their thoughts about the tablet. Finally, we'll look at which product in theory may be a game changer, but it has to be a lot of work – or there's
likely a big change in strategy should it get hit. The smart speaker market has been the hottest product category in recent years, and by sitting out while Amazon and Google struggle, Apple has the opportunity to study what's competitive, not rightly, and then create something better. It's a classic Apple
strategy. Apple also owns some of the world's most recognizable names in premium audio (Beats by Dre) and Apple Music is the world's second most popular streaming music service. So when Apple announced the HomePod in 2017 all the pieces were in place for the home-run launch but Apple
bumbled the big-time thing. Smart speakers entered the line market, which would have been fine, but then it was delayed and missed its own launch day, and arrived in the doldrums after the 2017 holiday shopping season had ended. The arrogant Apple has a full belief that its followers will run in at
$349.A, the price that follows, cutting to $299, was not surprising to fail. HomePod sales at a significant level over the 2018 Holiday Shopping Season, the manufacturer sent nearly double the number of smart speakers (38.5 million) they delivered last year. But a smart speaker could be a lucrative
opportunity if it becomes every household must have one product they're creating. But Apple may need to rethink how to think about smart speakers before Amazon and Google maintain too big leads to defeat. Defeat
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